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The Monk Who Sold his Ferrari Mar 29 2020 An internationally bestselling fable about a spiritual journey, littered with powerful
life lessons that teach us how to abandon consumerism in order to embrace destiny, live life to the full and discover joy.
The Secret Letters of Jan Van Riebeeck Dec 06 2020
My Secret History Oct 24 2019 "Theroux's best novel in years." CHICAGO TRIBUNE MY SECRET HISTORY is Paul Theroux's
tour de force. It is the story of Andre Parent, a writer, a world traveler, a lover of every kind of woman he chances to meet in a life
as varied as a man can lead. From his days as an altar boy, to his job as a teenaged lifeguard, and then as a youth caught between
the attentions of a beautiful young student and an amorous older woman. And as the boy becomes a man he turns his attention to
writing, which brings him fame, and a wife, who may finally bring him to know himself. But not before he sets up his most
dangerous secret life, one that any man might envy, but that could cost Andre Parent the delicate balance that makes him who he
is....
The Secret Letter Jun 24 2022 ‘Incredible... I was enraptured through every single part of it... Made me feel quite emotional...
Fabulous read.’ NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars
The Secret of Chimneys Feb 26 2020 The Secret of Chimneys Never do favors—that’s the lesson it would’ve behooved Anthony
Cade to learn before getting himself wrapped up in a case of conspiracy and murder. Politician George Lomax has persuaded Lord
Caterham to host a weekend party at Chimneys, his country estate. Lomax hopes to cement plans to reinstate the monarchy in
Herzegovina. But when the prince of Herzegovina turns up dead, Cade has a lot of explaining to do. After all, his footprints were
found on the grounds . . . though not inside the house. The Secret of Chimneys As one criminal conspiracy leads to another, both
Scotland Yard and the French Sûreté are on the scene to set things right. Soon, thanks to the detective work of Superintendent
Battle, everyone’s secrets—and the secret of Chimneys itself—will be on display. A young drifter finds more than he bargained for
when he agrees to deliver a parcel to an English country house… The Secret of Chimneys Little did Anthony Cade suspect that a
simple errand on behalf of a friend would make him the centrepiece of a murderous international conspiracy. Someone would stop
at nothing to prevent the monarchy being restored in faraway Herzoslovakia. The Secret of Chimneys The combined forces of
Scotland Yard and the French Surete can do no better than go in circles – until the final murder at Chimneys, the great country
estate that yields up an amazing secret… The Secret of Chimneys At the request of George Lomax, Lord Caterham reluctantly
agrees to host a weekend party at his home, Chimneys. A murder occurs in the house, beginning a week of fast-paced events with
police among the guests. The novel was well received at first publication, described as more than a murder mystery, as it is a
treasure hunt. Later reviews found it a first-class romp and one of the author's best early thrillers. The most recent review says the
novel requires a hefty suspension of disbelief. The later reviewers note that descriptions of characters use the terminology of the
times in which it was written, and might be considered racist decades later. The Secret of Chimneys The novel was written in 1925.
The characters in the story refer to events that occurred about 7 years earlier, that is, at the end of the Great War when the AustroHungarian and Ottoman Empires were broken up. The war is never mentioned directly. Instead, in Chapter 19, Superintendent
Battle says: "Just over seven years ago, there was a lot what they called reconstruction going on especially in the Near East." At the
same time, many royal persons were in England, including the Queen of Herzoslovakia, and Count Stylptitch; all the Balkan states
were interested parties in discussions taking place. It is at this time that the Koh-i-Noor diamond disappeared in the plot. Later, in

an unspecified year, the Herzoslovakians rose up against the king and his commoner wife. About that time, Mrs. Virginia Revel
and her husband Tim were part of the diplomatic mission from the UK to Herzoslovakia, so that Mrs. Revel had met Prince
Michael; she was the only such person at the house party, to know Prince Michael, but not the only person in the house. The time
immediately after the war was when the theft, solved in this novel, happened. The Secret of Chimneys
Rebels, Love Letters, and the Secret Crush Oct 16 2021 HAVING A SECRET ADMIRER IS AWESOME... UNTIL YOU FALL IN
LOVE WITH THEM. After two years of receiving love letters from a secret admirer, Wendy Darling is finally ready to meet the
man who's won her heart. There's just one problem. She has no idea who he is. Her only clue is a small signature with two letters:
PS. But Wendy will not be deterred. With the help of her friends, she goes on a school-wide search to find the man who's
proclaimed his love for her in a hundred different ways.Who is the mysterious PS? How will she find him? And, what will she do
when she does? Rebels, Love Letters, and The Secret Crush is a funny, emotional, secret admirer romance inspired by Peter Pan.
Grab your copy of this unforgettable young adult contemporary romance today. St. Mary's Academy is a young adult
contemporary romance series that brings classic fairytale characters to life in a modern day, high school setting. It's filled with
angsty heroines, hot heroes, and drama galore. Be prepared. You've never read fairytales quite like this. Book 1 - The Boyfriend
Agreement Book 2 - Chasing Mermaids Book 3 - The Golden Boy Book 4 - Stealing Hearts Book 5 - The Secret Lives of Princesses
Book 6 - The Trouble With Kissing Frogs (coming January 2019) Book 7 - Rebels, Love Letters, and The Secret CrushBuy them
now.
My Secret Jan 07 2021 A collection of artfully decorated postcards with secrets anonymously written on them by people from all
over the world and sent to the founder of PostSecret, a community art project that evolved into a website.
The Royal Secret May 31 2020 “Plenty of twists, flashbacks, and a dash of romance keep the suspense high. For anyone looking
for a dose of palace intrigue or upper-crust scandal, Riley’s latest novel delivers on both counts.” —Booklist “Chock full of
shocking...this gripping novel is sure to keep Riley’s fans and new readers alike turning pages.” —Publishers Weekly “Fans of
mystery, royal family intrigue, and even romance will enjoy this novel.” —Columbia Missourian In this suspenseful and heartpounding novel from New York Times bestselling author Lucinda Riley, an ambitious young journalist unravels a dangerous
mystery that threatens to devastate the British monarchy. Note to readers: In the UK, this book is published under the title The
Love Letter. Keeping secrets is a dangerous game. When Sir James Harrison, one the greatest actors of his generation, passes away
at the age of ninety-five, he leaves behind not just a heartbroken family but also a secret so shocking, it could rock the English
establishment to its core. Joanna Haslam, an up-and-coming reporter, is assigned to cover the legendary actor’s funeral, attended
by glitzy celebrities of every background. But Joanna stumbles on something dark beneath the glamour: the mention of a letter
James Harrison has left behind—the contents of which many have been desperate to keep concealed for over seventy years. As she
peels back the veil of lies that has shrouded the secret, she realizes that she’s close to uncovering something deadly serious—and
the royal family may be implicated. Before long, someone is on her tracks, attempting to prevent her from discovering the truth.
And they’ll stop at nothing to reach the letter before she does. Full of salacious scandal, shocking twists, and captivating romance,
and written in Lucinda Riley’s signature “vividly drawn and lushly atmospheric” (RT Book Reviews) prose, The Royal Secret is “a
full-throttle escapist adventure” (Lancashire Evening Post).
Secret Letters Aug 26 2022 Inquisitive and observant, Dora dreams of escaping her aristocratic country life to solve mysteries
alongside Sherlock Holmes. So when she learns that the legendary detective might be her biological father, Dora jumps on the
opportunity to travel to London and enlist his help in solving the mystery of her cousin's ransomed love letters. But Dora arrives in
London to devastating news: Sherlock Holmes is dead. Her dreams dashed, Dora is left to rely on her wits-and the assistance of an
attractive yet enigmatic young detective-to save her cousin's reputation and help rescue a kidnapped heiress along the way. Steeped
in Victorian atmosphere and intrigue, this gripping novel heralds the arrival of a fresh new voice in young adult literature.
The secret history of the Trust; with some reflections upon the Letter from a souldier attributed to John Trenchard . In a familiar
discourse between J. Truncheon Esq; pseudonym of John Trenchard and Mr. Inquisitive. By John Trenchard Oct 04 2020
The Scarlett Letters Oct 28 2022 Jenny Nordbak takes us to a place that few have seen, but millions have fantasized about,
revealing how she transformed herself from a USC grad lacking in confidence into an elite professional dominatrix who finds her
own voice, power and compassion for others. On an unorthodox quest to understand her hidden fantasies, Jenny led a double life
for two years. By day she was a construction manager, but at night she became Mistress Scarlett. Working at LA’s longest-running
dungeon, she catered to the secret fetishes of clients ranging from accountants to movie stars. She simultaneously developed a
career in the complex and male-dominated world of healthcare construction, while spending her nights as a sex worker,
dominating men. Far from the standard-issue powerful men who pay to be helpless, Mistress Scarlett’s clientele included men
whose fantasies revealed more complex needs, from “Tickle Ed” to “Doggie Dan,” from the “Treasure Trolls” to “Ta-Da Ted.” The
Scarlett Letters explores the spectacularly diverse array of human sexuality and the fascinating cast of characters that the author
encountered along the way.
My Secret Garden Dec 18 2021 The #1 New York Times–bestselling author’s “groundbreaking” work on women’s sexual fantasies
(Publishers Weekly). First published in 1973, My Secret Garden ignited a firestorm of reactions across the nation—from outrage
to enthusiastic support. Collected from detailed personal interviews with hundreds of women from diverse backgrounds, this book
presents a bracingly honest account of women’s inner sexual fantasy lives. In its time, this book shattered taboos and opened up a
conversation about the landscape of feminine desire in a way that was unprecedented. Today, My Secret Garden remains one of
the most iconic works of feminist literature of our time—and is still relevant to millions of women throughout the world. “The
author whose books about gender politics helped redefine American women’s sexuality.” —The New York Times
The Secret Letters of the Last Tsar Nov 05 2020
Letters Addressed to a Brother in the Church, on Renouncing the Secret Principles of Freemasonry Feb 08 2021

The Secret Keeper Apr 29 2020 Withdrawing from a family party to the solitude of her tree house, 16-year-old Laurel Nicolson
witnesses a shocking murder that throughout a subsequent half century shapes her beliefs, her acting career and the lives of three
strangers from vastly different cultures. By the best-selling author of The Distant Hours. Reprint. 200,000 first printing.
His Leading Lady May 11 2021 Alex is America’s wholesome heartthrob, but he's ready to take his career in an edgier direction.
He’ll do whatever it takes to get the coveted role of the villainous Lucas Steel right, even if that means agreeing to a fake
relationship with a mysterious consultant, who will roughen up his public image and teach him how to portray the dark and
ruthless character. Elena thrives on control, never letting anyone get too close, but her well-ordered life is upended when superstar
Alex Chase swaggers in one night with an offer too tempting to ignore--no matter how much she wants to wipe the smug grin off
his face. All Alex and Elena have to do is make it through a month in the spotlight without killing each other or crossing
professional boundaries, but the fake dating handbook fails to mention how to proceed when the attraction is all too real. Elena
discovers there are hidden depths to this Hollywood Pretty Boy, and her steely control melts in his presence, making her want to
surrender to him completely. Alex falls fast for the intimidating woman who's challenging him to explore his dark side, but he
struggles to trust it's real when he's used to everyone catering to his fame. With a secret from Elena’s past hanging between them
and both of their careers on the line, they'll have to decide whether their singular connection is worth risking it all.
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time Jan 27 2020 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A modern classic—both poignant
and funny—about a boy with autism who sets out to solve the murder of a neighbor's dog and discovers unexpected truths about
himself and the world. “Disorienting and reorienting the reader to devastating effect.... Suspenseful and harrowing.” —The New
York Times Book Review Christopher John Francis Boone knows all the countries of the world and their capitals and every prime
number up to 7,057. He relates well to animals but has no understanding of human emotions. He cannot stand to be touched. And
he detests the color yellow. This improbable story of Christopher's quest to investigate the suspicious death of a neighborhood dog
makes for one of the most captivating, unusual, and widely heralded novels in recent years.
The Letter Dec 26 2019 * THE MEMORY BOX, THE BRAND NEW NOVEL FROM KATHRYN HUGHES, IS AVAILABLE
NOW * Every so often a love story comes along to remind us that sometimes, in our darkest hour, hope shines a candle to light our
way. Discover THE LETTER by Kathryn Hughes, the Number One bestseller that has captured thousands of hearts worldwide.
Perfect for fans of The Notebook by Nicholas Sparks. 'A wonderful, uplifting story' Lesley Pearse Join the hundreds of thousands
of readers worldwide who have fallen in love with THE LETTER: 'An amazing, heartwrenching, unforgettable story' 'This
beautiful story will bring tears and joy' 'Loved this story !! It kept me totally gripped although I was sobbing in places as well' 'A
tale of love and hope with lots of twists and turns. A great story!' Tina Craig longs to escape her violent husband. She works all the
hours God sends to save up enough money to leave him, also volunteering in a charity shop to avoid her unhappy home. Whilst
going through the pockets of a second-hand suit, she comes across an old letter, the envelope firmly sealed and unfranked. Tina
opens the letter and reads it - a decision that will alter the course of her life for ever... Billy Stirling knows he has been a fool, but
hopes he can put things right. On 4th September 1939 he sits down to write the letter he hopes will change his future. It does - in
more ways than he can ever imagine... THE LETTER tells the story of two women, born decades apart, whose paths are destined to
cross and how one woman's devastation leads to the other's salvation. *** Kathryn's beautiful new novel HER LAST PROMISE is
available now ***
The Secret Letters Jul 25 2022 RACHEL, saved from an attack twelve years before by a faceless stranger, never got to thank him,
never knew his name. Despite the devastation she chose to rise above it to help others from their pain by becoming a psychologist....
Her only issue now is that she's an expert at fixing everyone else's problems, and blind to her own. After a long relationship with
her boyfriend WILL starts to go south, she turns to her best friend AMELIA for guidance. Suddenly her world is turned upside
down when tragedy strikes and she's left with no one to comfort her but Will's rude older brother RUARI. Paralyzed by fear, she
struggles to take grip of her life, until the day when anonymous letters begin to appear from the stranger who saved her twelve
years before.
The Medici Letters Mar 09 2021 A shocking ancient secret. The origins of western civilization discovered. The Renaissance-our
most fundamental age of technological and artistic advance, was built upon a secret passed down to a banking family in Florencethe Medici. 500 years ago that secret was buried. Florence, Italy, present day. A trove of letters belonging to the Medici family is
discovered underground. Archaeologist Kat Cullen comes across a map that leads her to the Swiss Alps where her partner is
murdered and she is left for dead. Kat's husband, professor and classicist-Jack Cullen, rushes to investigate. He joins with Chester
Allen, a scientist from surveillance enterprise TerraTEK Industries, and together they begin to unravel the mystery of the Medici
letters in hopes of determining what happened in the Alps. As they dig deeper, Jack stumbles across a secret-the infamous Medici
treasure is real. However, word gets out and Jack soon realizes he's not the only one interested in finding it...a deadly and elusive
assassin attempts to seize control, throwing Jack into a series of harrowing escapades-riding horseback through the streets of
Siena, discovering clues inside ancient cathedrals, deciphering 500 year-old cryptosystems and navigating an underground
labyrinth in order to solve a secret so powerful it could change the world forever. This fast-paced adventure blends together a
modern-day treasure hunt with historic accounts of Lorenzo de'Medici in Renaissance Florence in an international thriller with
plenty of dark twists and exciting turns.
The Secret Letters of President Donald J. Trump, Age 72 1/6 Aug 02 2020 In this instant classic from Wiseguy Satire Series are
decoded letters that Trump wrote to figures as varied as Barack Obama, Kim Jong-un, Oprah Winfrey, Fred Trump, Rex
Tillerson, Stormy Daniels, Pope Francis, Martin Luther King Jr., God, Michael Cohen, Hillary Clinton, Allah, Ivanka Trump,
Nelson Mandela, Emmanuel Macron, Kanye West, Jeff Sessions, Omarosa, Paul Manafort, John McCain, Rosanne Barr, Prince
Harry, LeBron James, Queen Elizabeth, Vladimir Putin and many others. These encrypted riotously comic letters were
anonymously leaked to a New York-based journalist. The letters run across a spectrum of extremities, but they are authentic

Trump, unfiltered, unplugged and full of revelations. They are unsparing in their honesty and insight about a president who has
disrupted the hell out of Washington, DC and the whole wide world. These 38 Trump's letters are brazen, brash and wickedly
funny, in every sense of the expression. Even when they are deadly serious, like Trump's letter to a kid separated from parents at
the US border, they are steeped in ironies.You have watched President Donald Trump speak. You have read his tweets. Now
imagine what his secret letters to selected individuals on his sharp radar would be like. Knowing Trump, they could be nothing but
masterpieces.
Snow Flower and the Secret Fan Sep 03 2020 Lily is the daughter of a humble farmer, and to her family she is just another
expensive mouth to feed. Then the local matchmaker delivers startling news: if Lily's feet are bound properly, they will be flawless.
In nineteenth-century China, where a woman's eligibility is judged by the shape and size of her feet, this is extraordinary good
luck. Lily now has the power to make a good marriage and change the fortunes of her family. To prepare for her new life, she must
undergo the agonies of footbinding, learn nu shu, the famed secret women's writing, and make a very special friend, Snow Flower.
But a bitter reversal of fortune is about to change everything.
Secret Stories Jun 19 2019 An educational toolkit for teaching phonics, consisting of a book, posters and musical CD, all of which
provides for multiple options and inputs for learning, including: visual-icons, auditory and kinesthetic motor skill manipulations,
as well as a variety of dramatic and emotive cuing-systems designed to target the affective learning domain. This "backdoorapproach" to phonemic skill acquisition is based on current neural research on Learning & the Brain--specifically how our brains
actually learn best!The Secret Stories® primary purpose is to equip beginning (or struggling, upper grade) readers and writers, as
well as their instructors, with the tools necessary to easily and effectively crack the secret reading and writing codes that lie beyond
the alphabet, and effectively out of reach for so many learners! It is not a phonics program! Rather, it simply provides the missing
pieces learners need to solve the complex reading puzzle--one that some might never solve otherwise! The Secrets(tm) are sure to
become one of the most valuable, well-used, and constantly relied-upon teaching tools in your instructional repertoire!
The Secret Jul 21 2019 ''Riveting'' Lesley Pearse on The Letter. ''Gripping'' Good Housekeeping on The Secret. From the #1
bestselling author of The Letter comes The Secret - a powerful, twisting novel that you won''t be able to put down. Mary has been
nursing a secret. Forty years ago, she made a choice that would change her world for ever, and alter the path of someone she holds
dear. Beth is searching for answers. She has never known the truth about her parentage, but finding out could be the lifeline her
sick child so desperately needs. When Beth finds a faded newspaper cutting amongst her mother''s things, she realises the key to
her son''s future lies in her own past. She must go back to where it all began to unlock...The Secret. What readers are saying about
the unputdownable stories of Kathryn Hughes: ''Get set to be hooked'' ''A page-turner from the very beginning'' ''This is one of
the BEST BOOKS I have ever read'' ''I cried buckets of tears reading it'' ''A beautifully told, tragic tale''
The Secret Love Letters of Olivia Moretti Jun 12 2021 A secret romance sends three estranged sisters to the Amalfi Coast to
follow clues about their mother’s past, and challenges them to a whole new future, in this emotional novel from New York Times
bestselling author Jennifer Probst. Priscilla, Devon, and Bailey haven’t been close in years, but when the sisters are forced to come
together to settle their mother’s estate, they discover a secret. In an old trunk, they happen upon ownership papers for a house on
the Amalfi Coast, along with a love letter to their mother from an anonymous man, promising to meet her in Italy during the
summer of her sixty-fifth birthday. Now they’re questioning everything they knew about her history. In order to get answers about
the woman they thought they knew, they’ll have to go back to where it all started. The sisters embark on a trip to the stunning
cliffside village of Positano, Italy, to track down the mysterious ex-lover, and figure out who their mother really was. As Priscilla,
Devon, and Bailey unearth the truth, they also experience the magic of Italy, the power of sisterly love, a little unexpected romance,
and newfound hope for the future.
The Secret Letter Nov 17 2021 Inspired by a true story, this historical novel is a heart-wrenching, unforgettable tale of one young
girl who refuses to give up on what she believes in and the strength of human kindness in a time of unimaginable heartbreak.
London, 2018: When ninety-four-year-old Imogen receives a letter addressed to her in neat, unfamiliar handwriting, she notices
the postmark is stamped from Germany - and it sends shivers down her spine... Germany, 1939: Thirteen-year-old Magda is
devastated by the loss of her best friend, shy and gentle Lotte, cruelly snatched from her and sent to a concentration camp - the
Star of David sewn on her faded, brown coat. As the Nazi's power takes hold, Magda realizes she's not like the other girls in her
German village - she hates the fanatical new rules of the Hitler Youth. So Magda secretly joins The White Rose Movement and
begins to rebel against the oppressive, frightening world around her.
The Athenian Spy: Discovering the Secret Letters which Were Sent to the Athenian Society by the Most Ingenious Ladies of the Three
Kingdoms, Relating to the Management of Their Affections. Being a Curious System of Love Cases, Platonic and Natural, Etc Jul 13
2021
The Secret Lives of Letters Apr 10 2021 Is Dolly too demanding? What's Harry hiding? Is Carl really all that creepy? Enjoy six
soap-style short stories while creating your own unique alphabet plushies using these 26 easy-to-knit patterns.
The Secret Garden Nov 24 2019 «Таинственный сад» – любимая классика для читателей всех возрастов, жемчужина
творчества Фрэнсис Ходжсон Бернетт, роман о заново открытой радости жизни и магии силы. Мэри Леннокс,
жестокое и испорченное дитя высшего света, потеряв родителей в Индии, возвращается в Англию, на воспитание к
дяде-затворнику в его поместье. Однако дядя находится в постоянных отъездах, и Мэри начинает исследовать
округу, в ходе чего делает много открытий, в том числе находит удивительный маленький сад, огороженный стеной,
вход в который почему-то запрещен. Отыскав ключ и потайную дверцу, девочка попадает внутрь. Но чьи тайны
хранит этот загадочный садик? И нужно ли знать то, что находится под запретом?.. Впрочем, это не единственный
секрет в поместье...
Possession Sep 22 2019 Possession is an exhilarating novel of wit and romance, at once a literary detective novel and a triumphant

love story. It is the tale of a pair of young scholars investigating the lives of two Victorian poets. Following a trail of letters,
journals and poems they uncover a web of passion, deceit and tragedy, and their quest becomes a battle against time. WINNER OF
THE BOOKER PRIZE
My Secret Valentine Jul 01 2020 Winning the heart of your secret Valentine? These award-winning authors agree—there is no
better way to fall in love. In I Met Someone by Julie Cannon: Hayes Martin shares everything with her BFF Claire Wheeler. Well,
almost everything. Hayes has kept a secret from Claire for years, and she can’t take it anymore. Tonight is the night she comes
clean and risks it all to gain everything she’s ever wanted. In Taking a Risk by Erin Dutton: Police officer Jo Forsythe thinks she
could find the love and family she’s been longing for with Kayla McCall. Kayla’s focused on running her business, and if she was
looking for love, it wouldn’t be with Jo. Can Jo win the hearts of both Kayla and the small town that’s so protective of her? In
Bouquet of Love by Anne Shade: It’s been twenty-five years since English teacher Alyssa Harris was on the dating scene, but
romance is too old-fashioned for love in the digital age. Tennis coach Collette Roberts doesn’t think so and sets out to sweep Alyssa
off her feet.
The Secret Aug 22 2019 The tenth-anniversary edition of the book that changed lives in profound ways, now with a new foreword
and afterword. In 2006, a groundbreaking feature-length film revealed the great mystery of the universe—The Secret—and, later
that year, Rhonda Byrne followed with a book that became a worldwide bestseller. Fragments of a Great Secret have been found in
the oral traditions, in literature, in religions and philosophies throughout the centuries. For the first time, all the pieces of The
Secret come together in an incredible revelation that will be life-transforming for all who experience it. In this book, you’ll learn
how to use The Secret in every aspect of your life—money, health, relationships, happiness, and in every interaction you have in the
world. You’ll begin to understand the hidden, untapped power that’s within you, and this revelation can bring joy to every aspect of
your life. The Secret contains wisdom from modern-day teachers—men and women who have used it to achieve health, wealth, and
happiness. By applying the knowledge of The Secret, they bring to light compelling stories of eradicating disease, acquiring
massive wealth, overcoming obstacles, and achieving what many would regard as impossible.
Secret Letters From 0 To 10 Jan 19 2022 Ten-year-old Ernest lives a flat, colorless life. Each day is the same: he comes home right
after school, eats a healthy snack, and does his homework. Enter Victoria, the new girl in class. Victoria instantly falls in love with
Ernest, and bulldozes her way into his life. Much to Ernest's surprise, he likes it. Bit by bit, color seeps into Ernest's humdrum
existence--and he begins to realize that life can hold an endless variety of love, friendship, adventure, and change."Quirky
characters, heightening suspense, and hilarious situations are deftly combined in this tender novel, which examines a few of the
large and small ways people affect one another." --Booklist, starred review
Dear My Blank Sep 15 2021 From the popular Tumblr of the same name comes a collection of heart-warming, tear-jerking, and
gut-wrenching anonymous letters that people never intended—or didn’t have the courage—to send. The Tumblr Dear My
Blank—created by 16-year-old Emily Trunko and followed by over 35,000 people—is now a carefully curated gift book with more
than 160 anonymous letters covering a range of topics from heartbreak, unrequited love, and loss, to inspiration, self-awareness,
and gratitude. Featuring exclusive content not available on Tumblr, these unsent letters are addressed to secret crushes, lost loved
ones, boyfriends, siblings, parents, grandparents, and many more. Art and design by Lisa Congdon enhance these messages,
making the book a beautiful keepsake for all readers. "A visceral and voyeuristic offering that covers the spectrum from fleeting
angst to gut-wrenching grief." —Kirkus Reviews "Stirring and soulful." —Booklist Praise for the Tumblr Dear My Blank “An
addictive site full of strangers’ secrets.” —Cosmopolitan “A safe haven for hundreds of letters that will never be sent.”
—Distractify “Tumblr’s newest obsession.” —Hello Giggles
A Secret Gift Mar 21 2022 An inspiring account of America at its worst-and Americans at their best-woven from the stories of
Depression-era families who were helped by gifts from the author's generous and secretive grandfather. Shortly before Christmas
1933 in Depression-scarred Canton, Ohio, a small newspaper ad offered $10, no strings attached, to 75 families in distress.
Interested readers were asked to submit letters describing their hardships to a benefactor calling himself Mr. B. Virdot. The
author's grandfather Sam Stone was inspired to place this ad and assist his fellow Cantonians as they prepared for the cruelest
Christmas most of them would ever witness. Moved by the tales of suffering and expressions of hope contained in the letters,
which he discovered in a suitcase 75 years later, Ted Gup initially set out to unveil the lives behind them, searching for records and
relatives all over the country who could help him flesh out the family sagas hinted at in those letters. From these sources, Gup has
re-created the impact that Mr B. Virdot's gift had on each family. Many people yearned for bread, coal, or other necessities, but
many others received money from B. Virdot for more fanciful items-a toy horse, say, or a set of encyclopedias. As Gup's
investigations revealed, all these things had the power to turn people's lives around- even to save them. But as he uncovered the
suffering and triumphs of dozens of strangers, Gup also learned that Sam Stone was far more complex than the lovable- retiree
persona he'd always shown his grandson. Gup unearths deeply buried details about Sam's life-from his impoverished, abusive
upbringing to felonious efforts to hide his immigrant origins from U.S. officials-that help explain why he felt such a strong affinity
to strangers in need. Drawing on his unique find and his award-winning reportorial gifts, Ted Gup solves a singular family
mystery even while he pulls away the veil of eight decades that separate us from the hardships that united America during the
Depression. In A Secret Gift, he weaves these revelations seamlessly into a tapestry of Depression-era America, which will
fascinate and inspire in equal measure. Watch a Video
The Secret Love Letters of Olivia Moretti Feb 20 2022 A secret romance sends three estranged sisters to the Amalfi Coast to
follow clues about their mother’s past, and challenges them to a whole new future, in this emotional novel from New York Times
bestselling author Jennifer Probst. Priscilla, Devon, and Bailey haven’t been close in years, but when the sisters are forced to come
together to settle their mother’s estate, they discover a secret. In an old trunk, they happen upon ownership papers for a house on
the Amalfi Coast, along with a love letter to their mother from an anonymous man, promising to meet her in Italy during the

summer of her sixty-fifth birthday. Now they’re questioning everything they knew about her history. In order to get answers about
the woman they thought they knew, they’ll have to go back to where it all started. The sisters embark on a trip to the stunning
cliffside village of Positano, Italy, to track down the mysterious ex-lover, and figure out who their mother really was. As Priscilla,
Devon, and Bailey unearth the truth, they also experience the magic of Italy, the power of sisterly love, a little unexpected romance,
and newfound hope for the future.
The Secret Letters May 23 2022 A truth buried for over forty years. A love that lasted a lifetime. Rose Pepper has kept her
wartime past a secret for decades. Forty years ago, she fled communist Prague and left behind the love of her life. Now in her
sixties and with two daughters, Rose discovers a bundle of unopened letters sent to her by her lost love, hidden beneath her home.
Confronted with the possibility of facing up to her past, she decides it's finally time to go back to where her story began and
uncover the truth buried for so long in Prague . . . From the author of Map of Stars comes a heartbreaking story of love and hope,
secrets and lies. Perfect for fans of Kathryn Hughes and Leah Fleming.
The Secret Letters Project Apr 22 2022 Experience a healing journey through the curative power of letter-writing This beautiful
and innovative letter-writing journal offers a safe and empowering space for writers to explore relationships, deal with difficult
situations, and embrace positivity. Each chapter suggests writing a letter to a different recipient- like an ex, a son or daughter, or
even a stranger - and breaks down how and why to write each one, offering examples, interactive questions, and a template to guide
writers through the process.
The Secret Science of Numerology Aug 14 2021 The first book to present a thorough explanation of numbers and letters, starting
with their origins -- the how and why of their design, and exploring their nature in names and in language.
The Secret Letters of the Monk Who Sold His Ferrari Sep 27 2022 From one of the most widely read authors in the world comes a
story of breathtaking power and dazzling suspense about what it means to be fully alive. Jonathan Landry is a man in trouble.
After a bizarre encounter with his lost cousin Julian Mantle—a former high-powered courtroom lawyer who suddenly vanished
into the Himalayas—Jonathan is compelled to travel across the planet to collect the life-saving letters that carry the extraordinary
secrets that Julian discovered. On a remarkable journey that includes visits to the sensual tango halls of Buenos Aires, the
haunting catacombs of Paris, the gleaming towers of Shanghai and the breathtakingly beautiful Taj Mahal in India, The Secret
Letters of The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari reveals astounding insights on reclaiming your personal power, being true to yourself
and fearlessly living your dreams.
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